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CHAIRMAN: We have had circulated this morning the Report of

the Legal Drafting Committee on the Final Act, Preamble and

Part r of the :..: ...;. This is given in Document T/211.

We have also had circulated this morning the Reports of the

Legal Drafting Committee on the Protocol of Provisional

Application of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, which

is given in Document T/2130

The Legal Drafting Committee have also been able to finish

most of Part II, u to Article XVII. This is given in

Document T/212.

I will call upon the Chairman of the Legal Drafting Committee

to explain why it has not been possible for the Legal Drafting

Committee to complete all its work 'in time. for today':meeting.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, the Legal
Drafting Committee had a much heavier task to perform than was

anticipated. In fact., when we examined these texts we found

that the draft of the Charter contained a certain number of errors

and a lock of concordance. Therefore it was not possible to

translate the Articles of the Draft Charcter into the Agreement

without altering slightly some of the Articles.

That Legal Drafting Committee worked late into the night to

enable it to complete its work on the text of Part II. Last

night we completed the draft Articles of Part II, but we, still

have to examine the Annexes and the Protocol, including the

Interpretative Notes.

I third the wisest plan would be to enable the Legal

Drafting Committee to meet this afternoon and complete its work

on Part II, so that the Committee could take up the examination

of Part II tomorrow morning; that would mean that the whole of

Part II could be examined tomorrow morning.
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The work performed by the Secretariat was considerable,
owing to the difficulties rising from the fact that the two

texts, French and English, had to appear on the same page, and

of course the brackets and amendments had to be shown clearly in

the draft which is now before the Committee. The Secretariat

worked during the night and therefore it is possible that a

certain number of material errors may have slipped into the draft

which you now have.

These are the general comments I wanted to make and in the

course of the discussion and examination of thIs draft I.shall be

ready ,o answer any questions.

CHAIRMAN:I am sure we are all very much indebted to the

Legal Drafting Committee and the Secretariat for the Herculean

efforts they put forth in order to produce a text for us to

consider this morning, and it is no fault of theirs that they

have not completely succeeded in their task.

I think we might proceed this morning with the consideration

of ..the documents we have before us and perhaps when the time

comes to adjourn for lunch we oan -consider whether or not it

would be worth while to meet this afternoon or to leave the

entire, afternoon free for the Legal Drafting Committee to complete

its work.

If that procedure is agreed, I propose we take up first the

Report of the Legal Drafting Committee which is given in

Document T/211. This concerns the Final Act, Preamble .and.

Part I of the General. Agreement.

is that agreed?

We will take up first the Final Act. which is given on

Page 2 of Document T/211.

The first paragraph of the Final Act,

S
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Th. Chairma.n of the LegaI Drafting Committee.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation) Mr.Chairman, before we

examine, the various paragraphs of the Final Act; I would like to

state that the Legal Drafting Committee examined the question of

knowing whether two distinct copies of the Final Act- that is to

say, one French copy and one English copy - should be established

or whether it would be possible to establish only one bilingual

draft.

As the Agreement and the Annexes will not be signed but will

appear only as annexes to the Final Act, the Legal Drafting

Committee was of the opinion, finally, that one document.would

be sufficient - if possible, a printed document - and in that

document the English and French texts would face each other.

We therefore proceeded on the assumption that only one bilingual

document would be established; that is the document which appears

before you now us Document T/2110

CHIARMAN: Are there any comments on the form in which the

Legal Drafting Committee have prepared the Final Act?

I wake it, therefore, that the Committee is agreed on

preparing the Final Act in this form.

Are there any comments on the first paragraph of the Final

Act?

Mr. E. McGAPTHY (Australia): Can you tell me, Mr. Chairman,

why the words "between their representatives:have been trans:-
as "through their representatives"?

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, the reason

why the Legal Drafting Committee made that modification in the

text was to avoid a wrong interpretation which might have been

construed from the text adopted by the Committee. In fact, the
,.
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words "between their representatives", coming before the words

"at Geneva", the interpretation might have been given that the

text referred to the permanent representatives of the Powers at

Geneva.

ORMIMLAN. Are there any other comments on Paragra1h l?

Mr. McCARTHY (Australia): I should like to say another word

of explanation on that, Mr. Chairman. I think it was at our

instance that the introduction of representatives at that stage

t'll was made. The point which-w we'r really trying to

convey upon instructions - was that the representatives actually

framed the Agreement for consideration by theGCovernments. That

was really our point all along; that the point of this Final cot

was; to establish the text and then subsequently to submit it to

the Governments.

The word "through" rather suggests that the Governments

are actually establishing the text, not the representatives.

It could be read that way, I think, and it seems to me at any

rate to be a substantial change in substituting the word "through."

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States.

M. Winthrop G. BROWN (United States): Mr. Chairman, could

the point of the Legal Drafting omm;ittee and the Delegate of

Australia be met by simply transposing the words "at Geneva" nrd

saying: "AtGeneva on April 10, 1947,- initiated negotiations

hpough their representatives"l

CHAIRMAN: The Chairman of the Legal Drafting Committee.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): May I ask where you would

put the words "through their representatives"?

, ,;
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Mr. BROWN (United States): I would suggest: "Having

initiated negotiations at Geneva on 10thApril, 1947, between

their representatives, directed to . ."

CHAIRMAN: Or "initiated at Geneva."

Mr. BROWN (United States): I would suggest we put a comma

after the word "representatives."

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Belgium.

Baron P. DE GAIFFIER (Belgium): We had the same problem;

it looked as if it were the representatives who were directed to

the substantial reduction of tariffs.

CHAIRMAN: The latest suggestion of Mr. Brown is to have

the paragraph read as follows: "initiated negotiations between

their representatives, (comma) at Geneva . . .". Would that meet

the point of the Delegate of Australia? I think it would meet

the objections of than Legal Drafting Committee. Is that agreed?

Are there any other comments on the first paragraph?

(Agreed).

Are there any comments on the second paragraph?

(Agreed).

Are there any comments on the third paragraph?

The formula: are there any comments?

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Would it not be better,

in the English text, to say: "DONE at Geneva in a single copy."?
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Mr. R.J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): I see no objection, Mr.

Chairman.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any objections? The English text will

then road: "DONE .:t Geneva in a single copy."

The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. BROWN (United States): Mr. Chairman, if this is to be

a single document, I notice that the French and English texts

differ; the names of the countries do not always appear in the

same place.
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M. ROYER, (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, this

is due to a mistake when this document was roneographed, It

-is extremely difficult to have the two names appear on the same

line in the document which is now before us, but what we want

is that the names of the countries in French and in English

face each other, and that the signature should appear in between

and underneath the two names. For example:

For the Commonwealth Pour le Commonwealth
of Australia d'Australie

and in between, and underneath, the signture.

CHAIRMAN: In other words, the English order of the

alphabet would be followed and the names of the country in the

respective languages would appear one against the other.

Are there any other comments?

Agreed.

That disposes of the Final Act.

Part I.

"e can now take up Part I of the General Agreement which

com;ences onTna11.7 of document '/!J.

Preamble.

Paragraph 1 of.the Preamble.

Are there any comments?

Agreed.

Paragraph 2 of the Preamble.

Are there any comments?

Agreed.

Paragraph 3 of the Preamble.

Are there any comments?

Agreed.

The formula in the Preamble.

Agreed.

,>:..
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Article I.eGen ral Most-Favoured-Nation Treatments

. ROYER (Feanco) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, we are

now starting the examination of Part I, that is to say, the

Articles which have been taken over completely from the Charter.

Acting on instructions, the Legal Drafting Committee did not wish

to make any modification in the form of the draft Articles of the

Charter. Nevertheless, on certain points we proposed that it would

be necessary to re-word the texts in a slightly different form.

This is for the reason that at times the drafting of the Charter

was obscure or was not consistent with our purp.ses4

RMAN CIUIUMrN: The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. Winthrop BROWN (United States): Mr. Chairman, the United

States Delegation circulated t/is morning paper wV343 with a

suggestion for the addition of an interpretative Note in Annex I.

That Note refers to this Article and I would like to be permitted

to explain the reasons why we suggese it to this Conferunce.

You all recall that early in the deliberations of this Committee

we suggested that,since there were~aertain preferrntie. internal

taxes in certain countries, we having one particularly on coconut

oil, Article I should include a reference to preferential internal

taxes specifically, making them subject to negotiations in the

same manner as tariff preferences. The feeling of the sub-Committee

on Article XIV was that, since that situation was probably limited

and that ther were not many taxes of that kind, it would be preferable

if possible to take care of them specifically as individual cases

in the different Annexes, and eelested ns were roque,,;,- to advise

the Committee of any such taxes that they have, and Delegations did

so.

The-United States Delegation notified the Committee of the
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existence of its preferential tax on coconut oil and of our desire
and willingness to transform that into a tariff preference and.
make it subject to negotiation. The possibility to do that is
taken care of under the decision of the Committee by a comment

in Annex A which enables us to change that tax into a tariff

preference without violating the rule here: and makes it subject

to negotiation. However, it will require legislation for us

to do that. By the drafting of Article I, wherein it refers

to Most-Favoured-Nation treatment with respect to all matters

referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article III it would require
us to take that legislative action immediately because of the

'position of Article Iin the General Agreement. We could not take

that legislative action until we give definitive effect to the

Agreement and therefore we have suggested this Interpretative
Note in W/343 which would make it clear that our obligation

to correct that situation would be on the same basis as all other

obligations in Part II. I believe this is quite consistent
with the decisionis of the Committee, but we wanted to make it

quite clear, and therefore we have suggested. this Note.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any comments' on the .proposal. of the

United States Delegation?

Are there any objections to the inclusion of this Interpretative
Note in the Annex?

This Note will then be the first Note in the Annex of

Interpretative Notes which is Annex I.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I think

'this note only refers to paragraph I of Article I, therefore the

referencene should beinserted. to paragraph 1 of Article I.
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CHAIRMAN:Are there any objections to the reference to

paragraph 1 of Article I?

We will let the reference be to paragraph 1 of Article I,

unless the Legal Drafting Committee ascertains that it should have
a broader reference.

Are there any other comments on paragraph 1?

Paragraph 2.

Mr.T J. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I notice

a typingmistake.The word"description" in the fourth line on

page 10 should be "descriptions" in the plural.

CHAIRMAN: "Descriptions" should be in the plural, as

Mr Shackle points out.

Are there any other comments on paragraph 2?

Paragraph 3 ?

Mr . Winthrop BROWN (United States) : Mr. Chairman, a small

technical point. I think it might be clearer if the word "but"

replaced the words "and which" X"and which" might be interpreted

as referring back to the product rather than the margin of preference.

CHAIRMAN: The United States Delegation proposes that, after

-the word "Article" the word "but" should be substituted for the

word "and Which", Is that agreed?

Mr. Winthrop BROWN (United States): Mr. Chairman, in sub-

paragraph (a) we suggest that the first line should read "in respect

of duties or charges on any product described in." and so forth,
the reason for that being that later on it says "if no preferential

rate is provided for" and that might be interpreted to apply only to

a preferential rate on a customs.duty. Now, in certain of the cases
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in the Schedules you will have only primage referred to, or you

will have surtax only referred to, or you will only have the

ordinary custom duty referred to, and the way it is now drawn up

might conceivably be interpreted that if no preferential rate with

respect to any one of those items were classified, the others

would not be bound. Therefore, if you said "in respect of duties

or charges on any product" it would make it clear that anything

not referred to was bound. And, as a consequential change, the

same thing should appear in the first line of sub-paragraph (b).

CHAIRMAN: The United States :Delegation proposes that she

first line of sub-paragraph (a) and the first line of sub-paragraph

(b) should read: "in respect of duties or charges on any product".

M. ROYER (France) (not interpreted)

CHAIRMAN:Are there any objections to this proposal?

Are there any other Comments on paragraph 3?

Mr. Winthrop BROWN (United States): It is quite clear that

it does involve the same change in the first line of sub-paragraph

(b)?

CHAIRMAN: Yes, I have made that clear. Are there any other

comments on paragraph 3?

Paragraph 3 is agreed.

Article II - Schedules of Concessions.

M. M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation) r. haim-n,;toev hlad l:.

modify somewhat the text of Article II and our reasons for doing so

are she followi:
-~~V

.c saw that it was advantageous to take up again a few lines

of krticle II which had been adopted. by theecammission.bC, use

P .
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whatever the skill of the Committee which drafted this article,
nevertheless it did not appear certain that all the obligations

were covered, in fact, by the provisions of Article II; therefore

we took over the general formula which appeared in the original

draft of Article II and we added some paragraphs to cover certain

points to make these points more specific.

W. Furthermore, the Legal Drafting Committee examined the

relations between the two following sub-paragraphs, the first

relating to the treatment under the Most-Favoured-Nation clause

and the second relating to the treatment under Preferential .Rates.
The Committee had inserted, to link up those ideas, the following

words: "Except as provided in paragraph 2 of this Artic..."
etc. The Legal Drafting Committee did not consider this link-up

quite appropriate and preferred to make a distinction between the

two categories of commitment, and in the first sub-paragraph the

commitments relating to the first part of the Schedule are Mentioned,
and in the second sub-paragraph the commitments relating to the

second part of the Schedule are mentioned. Someone might say

that with such a disposition a duplication might occur, a duplication

relating to countries having the advantage of preferential rates

that that country would have two sorts of advantages; but, in

fact, that country has this double advantage because it, benefits

in the treatment under the Most-Favoured-Nation clause and on the

other hand such a country benefits also from preferential rates and

the advantages deriving from the second part of the Schedules.

That was the second point.

Now, as to the third point, we changed the clause relating to

special conditions and special clauses described in the Schedules.

We thought it was necessary to make such a change because in fact

under this Article, if the ordinary customs duties had to be

consolidated, the consolidation of the additional taxes did not

,'_j,, ', '
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appear quite clearly, and it was necessary to bring about such a

change to make it quite clear.

Are there any comments on the general remarks

of the Legal Drafting Committee?

We will then take up, .Article II sub-paragraph by sub-paragraph.

Paragraph 1 (a). Are there any comments?

Approved.

Paragraph 1 (b).

Mr. Winthrop BROWN (United States) Mr. Chairman, it is

simply a question of clarification. I understand that some

countries will not have a Part I and Part II Schedule as they have

no preferential arramgement; so would it not be referable

simply to say "Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (c) of

this paragraph the products described in the Schedule of any

contracting party....." and so forth. Because in the case of

countries which have no preferential arrangement they will not have

any Part I and Part II.

CHAIRMAN: I think in that ease the difficulty could be got

over by each Schedule putting in the words "Part I" even if there

is only PartI, and the fact that there is no Part II to that Schedule.
would indicate, that sub-paragraph (c) does not apply. Do you think

that would get over the difficulty? In that case I think that

we should ask the Secretariat and the Delegations concerned to see

always that if they have only Part I to their Schedule it should be

described as Part I.

Mr. R.J.. SHACKLE (United Kingdom) Mr. Chairman, might it not

possible to meet this point in another way? -To say "the

products described in the Schedule, or in Part I in cases where there

is also a Part II,". That would avoid putting Part I at the head.
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of a whole lot of Schedules with no Part II.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation) Mr. Chairman, I think

that from a practical point of view it would be better to have the

same title inevery Schedule and to have Part I and Part II and

if there is no Part II just put the word "Nil", after Part II.
Otherwise we shall have a vary cumbersome mechanism if we have

only Part I in certain Schedules and two Parts in other Schedules

and sub-titles with (a) (b) (c) for overseas territories.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments?

Baro, Pierre de GIFFIER (Belgium) ) These remarks
applied only
to the

M. ROYER (France) ) French text

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Norway.

Mr. J. MELANDER (Norway): Mr. Chairman, just one point

regarding this Schedule. We have already completed our Schedule

and we have not indicated either Part I or Part II because we have

only had Part I, but, of course, I have no objection to indicating

Part I and then Part II Nil. But I think we ought to have the

same system as a uniform rule for all purposes of this Agreement:
so I take it that it will be understood that other parties will do

the same, and the Secretariat will arrange that we have the same

system.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. Winthrop BROWN (United Sta-es): One point on sub-paragraph
at the top of page 14. The paragraph provides that products

in. Schedules should be exempt from all other duties or chases of

any kind beyond certain levels. Here again there are certain

products which will be in certain Schedules where the only thing

intended, to be dealt with is primage or a.particular charge to which

the article is subject. Under the language as now drafted, the

"-,.l
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effect would be to combine customs duties and every other charge

on such products. So I think it should be made clear that the

binding here only applies to products in which a customs duty

has bean bound. That could be accomplished by adding, after the

words "Such products" the phrase "in respect of which a maximum

rate of ordinary customs duty is provided for in the respective

Schedules".

CHAIRMAN: Are there any objections to the proposal of the

United States Delegation?

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I wonder

if the solution which Mr. Brown has just proposed is a good solution

for this case. Let us takes the case of two items, first haberdashery

and,on the other hand, the case of/optical glasses which will appear

in the list. For the first case, f items such as haberdashery,

appearinginthe list of these goods a consolidation of the customs

dutyand of the primage duty will be achieved. For the other case,

the optical glasses, there will be no consolidation of the customs

duty but only of the primage duty.. Now it seems to me that under

the solution just proposed by Mr. Brown there would be a juridical

distinction between these items, haberdashery on the one hand, and

optical glasses on the other. Therefore, it seems that optical

glasses would be excluded from this sentence here, and I wonder if,

in the one case, consolidation of the primage duty would be provided
for by this sentence, that is for the haberdashery goods. It seems

to me that the solution which had been adopted by the Legal Drafting
Committee, and referring to.sub-paragraph (a) to cover all the

points not mentioned in paragraph (b), is. the best solution and it

seems to me that the text proposed byMr. Brown would make a

distinction between two oases between which there ought to be no

distinction.
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Mr. Winthrop BROWN (United States); Mr Chairman, I

-really should not be arguing this point, because we would be
perfectly prepared to see it in the way it is, because it would

get us more than we had bargained for in the negotiations. But

the fact is that in a case where a country has simply bound 'the

rate of primage, that is all they have bound, whereas if they have

bound the customs duty they have also bound the other charges and

I think the two matters are quite distinct and should be differently

treated.

M. ROYAL (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I would

like to know if Mr. Brown does not interpret in the second sentence

the words "other duties" as meaning that if a primage duty is

consolidated then the customs duty has to be consolidated also .

Mr. Winthrop BROWN (United States): That is precisely the

way I do interpret it and that is why I think it is wrong.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): It seems to me the

''words "other duties" mean duties other than the ordinary customs

duty.

Mr. Winthrop BROWN (United States): ,As I say, Mr. Chairman,

we gratefully receive the bonus.

Mr. R.J. SRA.CKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, it seems

to me that Mr. Brown's drafting is the correct one, because surely
where only, for example, the primage duty is consolidated, the

intention and the purpose was not, in this case, as an incidental

result to consolidate the ordinary customs duty, and if we are not

tohave that automatic result I think that for reasons of clarity

Mr. Brown's phrasing is desirable.

17
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CHAIRMAN: I cannot help feeling that there is a let in what

M. Royer says, that the phrase "other duties" refers to duties
other than ordinary customs duties.

Mr. Winthrop BROWN (United States): In that case, Mr.

Chairman, we should be binding also other charges. But if that

is the intention, we are very happy.

Mr. C.E. MORTON (Australia): Mr. Chairman, we have bound

in a number of cases the primage duty only, and we were aware of

the doubt as to the interpretation which was going to be given

to this particular paragraph. If it is not entirely clear that

what we are going in such cases is the binding only of the primage

duty, we want to have time to have some further thought.

We think that Mr. Brown's amendment does make the point clear

as far as we are concerned. My only thought was that by the

addition of his words he might be taking away from other goods

the right of primage.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation) Mr. Chairman, I do not have

to defend this text as the Report of the Legal Drafting Committee,

because, in fact, we did not alter this text at all but took it in

the way it was sent to us by the Committee, which had adopted it.

Nevertheless, I think that, looking at this sentence from a

juridical angle, it seems to me that the words "other duties"

exclude the ordinary customs duty, and that if the primage duty
is consolidated this does not mean that the ordinary customs duty

will also be consolidated. But nevertheless, there is a substantial

question at issue here and in the case of commitments which have

been taken in the Schedules, not concerning customs duty but

accessory duties (and I do not refer here specifically to duties

such as primage but to duties which could be monopoly duties, for
instance) we ought to determine whether we wish to maintainall

.
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those accessory duties or not,and I think the Committee ought to

make a decision on this point. It must be decided whether the

Committee thinks fit to maintain these accessory duties at their

present level and whether it would not be an advantage to write

something in concerning those duties making it perfectly clear.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments? Is the Committee

agreed now to adopt the wording suggested by Mr. Brown or would the
Committee wish to have this subject studied further by the Legal
Drafting Committee with a view to submitting a revised text'

Mr. E.L.RODRIGUES (Brazil): Would Mr. Brown be good enough

to read out again the text of his amendment?

CHAIRMAN: Mr. Brown has proposed that after the words

"Such provisions" in the fourth line of the English text on page 14

the following words should be inserted: "..... in respect of which

A., a maximum rate of ordinary customs duty is provided for in the

respective Schedule."

Dr. G..A. LAMSWELT (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, I would

prefer to have some more time to study the implications of the

suggestion just made.

CHAIRMAN: May we then leave it to the Legal Drafting Committee
to study the question further and submit to us a Proposal at our

Meeting tomorrowv.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I think

it would be useful if the Legal Drafting Committee could add to its

numbers for this examination a certain number of experts.

Mr. R.J. SHECKLE (United Kingdom): I wonder, before we leave

this matter for the Legal Drafting Committee to tackle, .Mr.Chairman,
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whether it might be as well to attempt to define how I, at any

rate, see it.

I gather it is the intention that, where a maximum rate of

ordinary customs duty is bound, as a natural consequence the

subsidiary charges will also be bound. In cases where only some

particular subsidiary charge has been bound, such as primage,

there is no need to make any specific mention here because that

will be taken care of in the particular Schedule.

That is the way in which the matter appears to me, and it

might be useful perhaps to study it in order to get the position
clear before the Legal Drafting Committee once more tackles this

question.

CHAIRMAN: Do any other Members of the Committee wish to

make any comments before this matter is referred to the Legal

Drafting Committee? Mr. Brown.

Mr. Winthrop BROWN (United States): I would like to call

attention to the, fact that the same problem comes up at the bottom

of page 15.

CHAIRMAN: The Committee is fully agreed that this subject

should be referred to the Leal Drafting Committee for further study
and, in accordance with the request of the Chairman of the Legal

Drafting Committee, I propose that .we add, in the capacity of experts,

Mr. Morton and .Mr. Rodrigues to consult with the Legal Drafting

Committee when dealing with this question. Is that agreed?

.Agreed.

Before I having sub-paragraph (b) I would like to revert to the

.question which was raised by Mr. Melander. I think the Committee is

agreed that in the case of every Schedule the words Part I should
appear. The Chairman of the Legal Drafting Committee has also
proposed that in the case of those Schedules which have no Part II
the words Part II should also appear with the word "Nil". I should

like to know if that also meets with the approval of the Committee.
Is that agreed?

A afigreed.

d ..,

''1
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Are there any other comments on sub-paragraph (b)?

Mr. J.P.D. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, there is a

small typographical adjustment needed, in the seventh line on Page

14. The word "on" should be inserted after the word "imposed."

CHAIRMAN: Yes; the word "on" should come after the word

"imposed" in line 7.

Are there any other comments on sub-paragraph (b)?

(Agreed).

Sub-paragraph (c): the same question arises in connection

with the last part of this sub-paragraph. That also will be

studied by the Legal Drafting Committee.

Are there any other comments on sub-paragraph (c)?

(Agreed).

Paragraph 2: the heading; sub-paragraph (a).

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, as regards

sub-paragraph (c), the Legal Drafting Committee did not change the

draft, although it thought it was not perfect. The, Legal Drafting

Committee agreed to the following interpretation; that the word

"equivalent" here means that if a duty is imposed on an article

because a duty is imposed on part of the content of this article,

then the duty should only be imposed regarding the particular

content of this article. For example, if a duty is imposed on

perfume because it contains alcohol, the duty to be imposed must

take into consideration the value of the alcohol and not the value

of the perfume; that is to say, the value of the content and not

the value of the whole.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments? Is Paragraph

2 (a)agreed?

(Agreed).
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Sub-paragraph (b): ( Agreed).

Sub-paragraph (c): (Agreed).

Paragraph 3:

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, regarding

the French text of paragraph 3; the brackets which are placed

around the word "sa"are badly placed; they should be placed around

the word "ses".

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments?

Paragraph 3 is therefore agreed.

Paragraph 4: Are there any comments?

(Agreed).

Paragraph 5.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, in the fourth

line of the English text on Page 19 the comma should come out

immediately after the square brackets: "under paragraph 1 of this

CHAIRMAN: This comma will. be omitted.

M. Royer.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I would

like to say that the Legal Drafting Committee would prefer to

mention the concessions hero in relation to the Schedules them-

selves and not in relation to paragraph 1 of this Article, which

only refers indirectly to the Concessions. would prefer to

refer directly to the concessions.

We made some modifications in the draft itself; some are

purely formal modifications but others have a wider scope. First

of all, on Page 19, eleven lines from the bottom, we replaced the

word "proper" by the word competent" - "other competent authority

..
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~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

W thought it was wise to make that change because we thought this
.. .

decision onld not be made by a lower Lcministrative officiAl: let

us say, for instance, that a decision could not be made by a

junior customs controller, and threff)e we made that change.

We added, in the following line, the words "to the effect"

after the Words "-,s ruled", because in certain cases decisions

can be made which apply only to particular instances. We wanted

to provide here for the possibility of applying these decisions to

other cases and we thought this provision should have a wider scope.

The other changes which we made in the draft are purely

formal changes.

CHAIRMAN: lre there any other comments?

Mr. C.E. MORTON (Australia): E,cept in regard to the w)rd

/competent", Mr. htiirman. Thc customs controller might be the

really competent autthority but not the proper one.

CHUIRMWU: Des M. M-rton raise any objeQtion to the use of

te word competentll

Mr. MORTON (ustra'a): Tlwword properr" s better.

CHAIRMAN: Is there any objection to the use of the word

proper" instead of "competent."?

Mr. RODRIGUES (Brazil): Is it the same thing, Mr. Chairman?

. NYUN (Burma): M; ChGirman, I suggest we should use the

'ords ''ther proper and competent authority."

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I t:: not think

here Is the slightest difference between the use of the word

' roper" snd the 6rd competentt t
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CHAIRMAN: The Australian Delegate has suggested, as I

proposed, that we should use the word "proper." The representative

of Burma has suggests that we should use both words. Perhaps the

safest thing would be to return to the original text and just use

the word "proper" Is that agreed?

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): There are a few typo-

graphical errors in the French text. In the middle of Page 19 the

word "elle" should be dropped, after the words "était prévu", which

are underlined. Two lines further down the "e" in "parce que"

should be deleted and replacee by an apostrophre. The words "il est"

should also be in brackets; therefore the part of the brackets after

the word "dont" and before the word "reconnu" should come out, so

that the words "dont il est reconnu ou' il a été envisaué au moment

de la signature du" are in brackets.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments on Paragraph 5?

(Agreed).

Paragraph 6 (a):

The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. BROWN (United States): Mr. Chairman, I think the word

"Schedule" in the fourth line should be "Schedules."

CHAIRMAN: Wc will add an "s" to the word "Schedule" in the

fourth line.

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, the first

time the Contracting Parties were mentioned in capital letters was

in Article VI, but now you will see that in Paragraph 6 (a) the

Contracting Parties appear for the first time in capital letters.

I think this is the proper place to insert the brackets which now

appear on Page 14 of Document T/212, where it says: "THE CONTRACTING

PARTIES" acting jointly as provided for in Article XXV."
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CHAIRMAN: Is there any objection to the addition of these

(Agreed )

Are there any other comments with regard to Paragraph 6 (a)?

(Agreed) .

Paragraph 6 f Are there any comments?

(Agreed).
Paragraph 7: Are there any comments?

(Agreed).

We can now take up the Protocol of Provisional Application,
as given in Document T/213.

Paragraph 1: There is a Note by the Legal Drafting Committee

on Page 3.

Mr.SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, as regards

that note, I think on the whole we would prefer to keep in this

text "not inconsistent with existing legislation." These words

have a more direct relevance, I think, to the matter in hand here.

The words "to the fullest extent of their executive authority"

were more appropriate in relation to the principles, of the Charter.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments.

I take it then that the Committee is in agreement with

leaving the existing wording of sub-paragraph (b).

Are there any other comments on Paragraph 1?

(~~~~(Agreed).
Pap~r2eE ?e Ar; there any comments?

MHA KHVCXLE (Ud ti gK1n-dom): Four lines from thec end, the

word "for" in "for such applicatisn" zhouldrbe zeplaced by the word

of"

CMANRWlIhe T.- worod "wr" -ill be replaced by the wood.""uf.
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S Paragraph 2 agreed?

(Agreed).

Paragraph 3: (Agreed)

Paragraph 4:

M. ROYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman. I would

like to draw he Committee's attention to the changes we have made

in the draft of this paragraph. It seemed there was a contradiction

between the draft of former Paragraph 4 and the draft of Paragraph.
1. The former Paragraph 4 stated that the Protocol would remain

open for signature until June 30, 1948 to all Governments which

would not have signed the Protocol in Geneva. This was not quit.

accurate, because in fact the key countries had the right only to

sign the Protocol until the 15 November; their right to sign the

Protocol expired on that date, We therefore thought it best to

distinguish between the three following cases: first, signature in

Geneva by key countries or other countries; secondly,signature by

key countries not in Geneva, but only until 15 November 1947; and

then the right of all other countries to sign the Protocol until 30

June 1948. For this reason the Legal Drafting Committee proposed

the text which is now before you.

CHAIRMAN:Are there any comments? Is Paragraph 4 approved?

(Agreed).

Paragraph 5: Are there any comments?

M. ROYER (Interpretation): The Legal Drafting Committee

proposed another draft for the French text which would. be more

elegant then the one which appears now.

CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments on Paragraph 5?

gr (A.;:ceed).
P,.a ah.
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The formula: Are there any comments?

M. ROYER (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, the way the

document is arranged and the placing of the signatures is not what

we asked for. The words "For" in the English text and "Pour" in

the French text should appear at the beginning of the line; the

signatures should appear under these words and the date of

signature should appear in every case facing the signature itself,

on the same line.

CHAIRMAN; The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. BROWN (United States ): Should it not be "DONE at Geneva

in a single copy", in the same way as before?

CHAIRMAN: Yes; the wording will now read: "DONE at Geneva

in 'a single copy. "

Are there any other comments?

The formula is agreed.

Mr. BROWN (United States): Mr. Chairman, I assume that the

date would be 1947, without a comma after it.

CHAIRMAN: We have now finished with the Protocol of

Provisional Application. In the time left to us before lunch, I

would like to clear up some matters which are still outstanding

>^> .with regard toAnhe r.nvxes.

W: have had circulated this morning a UnitegdKinimom proposed

t xt of the Finel Not-, dealing with areas under military occu.ation,

e 7ondcr if the Committee would be agreeable to take this up now, in

order that che Lozal DgaftmnC Conmittee can include it in their

text of the Interpretative Notes when it is submitted to us

tomorrow.
'

; ,



I amnow informed that there is a new text of this Final

Note. I have sufficient copies in the English language, but the

translation has not yet been made into Franch. Therefore I think

it would be better to leave this matter until tomorrow.

We have some other questions in connection with the Annexes.

The first arises in connection with Annex A. The words "and hams"
are still in square brackets.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, as regards those

words, I think for the moment they must stay there in their square

brackets, because their fate is dependent on negotiations which are

still going on.

CHAIRMAN: The words "and hams" will continue to make us

hungry every time we look at them. They Will remain in square

brackets.

The United States Delegation have a reservation on the Note

to Annex.D.May!weky .,e now whether that draft reservation still

,'stands?

Mr. BROWN (United States.): Mr. Chairman, that point has

been taken care of by the'suggestion made this morning on the

interpretative Notes.

CHAIRM;N: I takA it that hnnex D is approved.

The words "Southern Rhodesia, 1 May, 1941" in Annex G still

have square brackets, May those square erackets bo removed?

Mr. SHACKLCE (United Kingdom): Yes, Mr. Chairman, they may.

CHIIRYLG: Annex 0 is therefore now complete.

We still have Ghe question of separate percentages for India

and Pakistan, in Annex H.

The Deleeate of India.

~

S E/PC/T/TAC/PV/-6
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Mr. S. RANGANATHAN (India): Mr. Chairman, I have not had

time to consult the reprsentative of Pakistan, who happens to be

in London, but I do not see any very serious difficulty and I

' suggest that provisionally ge firzures may be put ato2.8 fir India

and 0.5 for Pakistan. Thgseefi-urcs euseebmed:oerm, to be only

provisiod l ann- ie thera. is eny further disnussiva or -rriation

aft-,weidSercithr wgah re-,rIndia oraa.rrta:kiI'snall ,hll

comatr wirti;e'h Sacrat and yourselursAlf.

MANI,!.:t I lhank ehegaoeourtc of India aor g:vine mad

thea,poro. swl. -hicunderstanct-.d is subjeot tnfirmafr :tion by

Pakils.an ou w--herforeofr-proposa thntiweeLns rt, these

en-pgeta es nnexII!7. wiqh seuara betsktos r-5pd 1tFromm e th.

gateltfaIndiahd has heard froe tepresentati :lve akis-e-3tan,

if he wkil 1indly inform the Secretriat, we wialeh-v.wethose square

bracketmoserevd.

s^'eillst e1 omektime iii,- left before lwech,gvG maket tlk,

e ofot).w `helertic:Lartn PRru gI, beginnih: rti' Ai-tcl III,
Aheie est:els arc iR phe Perort ofeghe Loaal Dr ftimg Ceeiittco

which is coetanncdcumentDur;!a T/212.

PfrtrtI: AiTicle III - National TreotmenInternal;rl

ationi.nda gRlat3.nion - oatgioe 2.e W' have a note frometho

aegelaDrsftino C-mmittee.

R M, nterp(Iatorret .tion): Mr. Chaieman, th, Legal Drafting

Conmittee hnly wiijnto po n out the differencetiogf drafin which

-appasain P r1oaaph a rgd P ra raph 3 (b)eIt see-s that the

cases, iu net qaitamehe seiT, alaa.imiaFr, afhe dr.at of P:ragraph
y..3"No) sa'saIN.gcotrr.ctinr party shall, formally or in affect,

;. .'reStrit thoe mixing, proceuseofap[ror use oa p-..oduct of which there

is no substantdial dom"eestic prAouction, tc. s this draft is
*

di~fir.,t from the -raft ofL -'.r- ph 1, we wanted to poin. out the

differenc ,

.-
V
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. BROWN (United States): My understanding was that the

word "domestic" wasleft out here advisedly, just to take care of

the case in which the internal tax might be used to give a

preferential advantage. Therefore the present text should be

retained.

CHAIRMAN: Are thereany other comments?

I take it then that the Committee is in accord with

retaining the present wording.

Are there any other comments on Parargraph 1?

(Agreed)

Paragraph 2: Are there any comments?

Paragraph 3: Are there any comments?

(.'.<.:.-- ~~(Agreed).

; Paragraph 4: Are thore any comments?

Mr. heACYL? (United ;ingdom): TM-re is one very small

mttor of taste, Mr. Chaarm'n. I should like a comm. after "1947"

in the last line )n Paoe 4.

CHAIRMAN: WA will add 2 comma there. Are there any other

comments on Paragraph 4?

Mr. 5HNSTN (New Zealand)a There should also be a comme

aftero"1939" in the last line but -ne.

ORCHAIRN: I takewit the New Zealand Delegate %ill not

Is Paragraph 4 appr-ved?

~ hr . (A~grezed).

arph5

i ..
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:; M. ROYER (Interpretotioke: TaeaRc compGrnsation for the

comma asked for by Mr. Shackle, I am ready to drop a comma in the

French text after the word "achats,"

CILMIWIagraph Pagaraph 5 a9reed.

(Agreed).

ArticlecIa Speoiel Provisions oelatingtj Cinematograph

"' Films.aThe aeaging endP: ravraph 1.

Mr. 0. COUF.L (Czechoslovakia): Mr. Chairman, I think this

Artione hts only -no paragraph; therefore ths figure "1" thould

c.meout.

I.CHRIN: Y.s. The heading is agree(.

Sub-paraaraph (a): Are there any comments?

Sub-par graph (b): Any comments?

(A-reed).

Suc-paraeraeh (o): Aca there any Oomments?

(;reo d).

Sub-parngrcph e;): Ary oommnnts?

(,'reed)

Mr. SdhOKLE (Unite; Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, before we leave

this Artiole I would like to say I have submitted to London the

auestions which led to our putting in reservation to this Article.

1ahday oithin o.:> r two I shall receive 3 reply which will

enable that reservitionawn be wlthdr!vm, but at the moment I am not

in E, p.stion to do anything.

CHAIRMAN: Silee thisaArtic is pErt of Part II, and the

.mnso ofethe Cowmiittao has been thet there is no need for

KreservLtions, I take it the United Kingdom Delegate will let us

know in the course of the next few days if this reservation can be
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withdrawn.

Article V - Freedom of Transit. Paragraph 1.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): In the third line on Page 8

there should be, a comma after "territory" - across such territory."-.

CAHIRMAN: Are there any other comments? Is paragraph 1

approved?

gA!reed).

Pcragraph 2: Ag1.rd) .

Pagazraph 3: Agree--d).

Pagraprah 4: Ag-ireed)

Paragraph 5: erc there anc oomments?

M. XOY

printed in ehE

~ Th~
~~~al iP

': Paragre

\:Paraare

ArtiolE

Paragraph I wE

Mr. SR

the point of t

words "or ch:.i

there will be

paragraphs. I

lines from the
of Paragraph 5

...

7R (Itcrpretation): The final "af has not been

eord "accordera" in the fourth line of Pragraph 5.

.f\ Is P ra.raph 5 aoDroved?

(' ,;rd ) .

ph 6: Are there any comments?

(.red).

aph 7: Any comments?

(.,fj.
gI - Anti-Dur.in. and C'untervailinp Duties.

have a note by the Legal Drafting Committee.

On

CKLE (Urited Kingdom): Mr. Ciairman, I should think

he Legal Dreftine Committee could be met by adding the

rge" aetor "'N- anti-dumping duty". If wo do that

fewer consoquentiol alterations in subsequent

tawauld occur in the sixth line of Peregraph 3, two

and of Praegrapng4, -nd two lines from the beginnizr

I should think we might make that addition.

S - 3 2 -
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States.

Mr. BROWN (United States): Mr. Chairman) I frankly hold my

hand on this subject, but I understand that this Article has been

most carefully considered during the deliberations which led to

its drafting in connection with the Charter and that the words

*'hhich it is suggested should be added were left out advisedly.
I think we should adhere to the text of the Charter and not get

ont. a technical discussion of whether or not the addition of the
words "or chargi" Js an important modification or an unimportant

one. eTezro i long)oP history to it and I thine wa ought to

adhere to the present t.xt,

.f

Mr.KLHACIME (United Kingdor): Me. Chairman, I should be

prepared to drop my suggestion. I think the point is actually

coveredaby Papagreph 7.

., M. ROYER (Interpretation); Mr. Chairman, I do not think we

can keep the text of the Charter, because in the text of the

Charter there is a difference between the Enelish and Fronch texts

and we have to make a decision one way or the other.

Mr. MORTON (Australia): Mr. Chairman, the decision arrived at

inmthe Sub-comzittee, the Tariff Negotiations Working Party and

this Committee was that this Article referred solely to a dumping

dty., No measures or other charges should be taken into consider-

~' nation in it aad actually what an hnti-dumping duty is, is spelt out.
There shouldabe no reference to nnti-dumping or other charges.

CHAIMAN: Can I take it then that the English text will be

±mt inthined as it is in the Ciarter and that the French text will

f rm to the English text'?

(Agreed).

~,''

' ;
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M. ROYER (Interpretation): The French text has already been

amended, because the words "ni à des droits" already appear in

square brackets.

Mr. SHACKLE (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, before we leave

this paragraph I have a microscopic point. In the second line the

words "the territory" should, I think, be "a territory." The

reason is that there are certain contracting parties which have more

than one territory. If we do that, the same change should be made

in the fourth line of Paragraph 5, on Page 13, and we should say:

"any product of a territory of another contracting party."

Mr. Brown calls my attention to the fact that the same change

should be made in the fourth line of Paragraph 1: "imported into a

territory of any contracting party."

M. ROYER (Interpretation): I am afraid, Mrha C!armln, that we

would have to change the draft of all the Articles. In fact, the

text of theaCh'rter was amended et Mra Fmwcett's request awd ee

adopted these words as meaning the collective territories of a

contracting party; not one of its territories but the whole of its

: territories.

Mr.LSHACKIE (United Kingdom): I cannot quesrionaM-. F.scett'3

opinion, but I must say we have had this procedure in all our

treaties.

CENAIREMt: I think it is wise that this AIticle should not

deviate from the Charter text; therefore I am glad that Mre h"ackla

has dropped his suggestion.

are there any other comments on Paragraph 1?
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a gra~~~P7.rac~raph 2: there any comments?

(Arced

Raragraph3: any comments?

~~~~~~~~~(Azreed).
Para.pre 4: any common-,s?

Pt 5. Wi shall dleta hire the reference to

Contracting Parties acting jointly. Tlese words will appear now

in Article 11, where the words "CONTPACTING PARTIES" first appear

Ar2there any othercomments on Paragraph 5?

Pare ah6

M. Roy an, the French text of

Papagraph 6 is not very olemant, Although uD to date we have

''

made only uhe bare ninmura of chanies, so as to keep this text in

harmony with the Draft Clarter, nevertheless wonder if it would

not be wise to take a little more liberty with the Draft Charter

i so to got a more ele;nt text here. This, of course, applies

to the French text.

4 CHAIRMAN: Iz the Committee in accord with the request of

>the Chairmen of the L;,el Drafting Committee to take more liberties

ith the French text of the i :it more in

conformity with the English text?

(-red).

Arathere any other comments on ParaCraph 8?

l . 0 (~~~A,-reed)

.W.
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A:eagraph 7:y-rc there anr comments?

(Apreed).
I think it is now a convenient time for us to terminate our

session this morning, in order to give sufficient time for the

Legal Drafting Committee to work this afternoon and take up with

us tomorrow morning all the other matters which they wish to have

dealt with.

Tle Committee will therefore adjourn a.m.l 10.30 . tomorrow

and the meeaing of the Tsriff Negotiations Working Party which was

arranged for tomorrow morning will be postponed until tomorrow

afternoon.

The Le-al Drafting Committee will meet this afternoon at

3 o'clock. o Will Mr. Murton and Mr. Rodrigues kindly also make

themselves available.

The Meeting is adjourned.

The M'eting rose at one o'cbck.

,

.;


